In this short note, we obtain equivalent conditions for extension of semi-dieals of P to be minimal prime semi-ideals of P.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper (P , ≤) denotes a poset with smallest element 0. For basic terminology and notation for posets, we refer [5] and [4] . For M ⊆ P, let L(M ) = {x ∈ P : x ≤ m for all m ∈ M } denotes the lower cone of M in P and dually, let U (M ) = {x ∈ P : m ≤ x for all m ∈ M } be the upper cone of M in P. Let A, B ⊆ P , we shall write L(A, B) instead of L(A ∪ B) and dually for the upper cones. If M = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } is finite, then we use the notation L(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) instead of L({x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n })(and dually). It is clear that for any subset A of P , we have A ⊆ L(U (A)) and A ⊆ U (L(A)). If A ⊆ B, then L(B) ⊆ L(A) and U (B) ⊆ U (A). Moreover, LU L(A) = L(A) and U LU (A) = U (A). Following [6] , a non empty subset I of P is called semiideal if b ∈ I and a ≤ b, then a ∈ I. A proper semi-ideal I of P is called prime if L(a, b) ⊆ I implies that either a ∈ I or b ∈ I [4] . For any semi-ideal I of P and a subset A of P , we define < A, I >= {z ∈ P : L(a, z) ⊆ I for all a ∈ A}. It is clear that < A, I >= a∈A < a, I > . If A = {x}, then we write < {x}, I >=< x, I > . For any semi-ideal I of P, it is easy to verify that <<< A, I >, I, >, I >=< A, I > for any subset A of P. Following [5] , a subset I of P is called ideal if for any a, b ∈ I, we have L (U (a, b) ) ⊆ I. It is clear that every ideal of P is semi-ideal, but converse need not be true in general. It is also clear that the intersection of two ideals of P is again an ideal of P, but the following example shows that union of two ideals of P is not necessary to be an ideal of P. Example 1.1 Consider P = {0, a, b, c, d, e} and define a relation ≤ on P as follows. Then (P, ≤) is a poset and A = {0, a} and B = {0, b} are ideals of P. Here A ∪ B = {0, a, b} is not an ideal of P as L(U (a, b)) A ∪ B.
Main Results
Theorem 2.1 Let I be a semi-ideal of P and B, C be non-empty subsets of P. Then the following statements hold. (v) If I 1 , I 2 , ..., I n are semi-ideals of P, then < B, 
For a semi-ideal I of P and a subset B of P, < B, I > is maximal among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P } if and only if < B, I > = P and < B, I >⊆< C, I > = P implies < B, I >=< C, I > for any subset C of P [2] . It is clear that the maximal elements among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P } is of the form < b, I > for some b ∈ P/I. A semi-ideal minimal in the set of all prime semi-ideals containing for some given semi-ideal I is called minimal prime semi-ideal of P containing I. Theorem 2.2 Let I be a semi-ideal of P and B a subset of P . Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) < B, I > is a maximal element among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P }.
(ii) < B, I > is a prime semi-ideal of P . (iii) < B, I > is a minimal prime semi-ideal of P containing I.
Proof: (i) ⇒ (ii) Let < B, I > be a maximal element among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆< A, I > = P }. Then there exists b ∈ B/I such that < B, I >=< b, I >. Let L(x, y) ⊆< b, I > and suppose that x / ∈< b, I > for some x, y ∈ I. Then y ∈< x, < b, I >> and there exists t ∈ L(x, b)/I such that < x, < b, I >>⊆< t, < b, I >> . We now claim that < t, I >=< b, I >. Let s ∈< x, < b, I >> and r ∈ L(s, t). Then L(r, b) ⊆ I. Since r ≤ t ≤ b, we have r ∈ I which implies L(s, t) ⊆ I, thus s ∈< t, I > and hence < b, I >⊆< x, < b, I >>⊆< t, I >. Since < t, I > = P and < b, I > is maximal, we have < t, I >=< b, I >. So y ∈< x, < b, I >>⊆< t, I >=< b, I >.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Let < B, I > and Q be prime semi-ideal of P with I ⊆ Q ⊆< B, I >. Since < B, I > = P., there exists y ∈ B/I such that < B, I >⊆< y, I > = P. Let t ∈< B, I >. Then L(t, y) ⊆ I ⊆ Q. Since Q is prime and y / ∈ Q, we have t ∈ Q.
(iii) ⇒ (ii) It is trivial.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Let < B, I > be a prime semi-ideal of P and < B, I >⊆< C, I > = P for some subset C of P . Then there exists y ∈ C\I such that < C, I >=< y, I >. Let a ∈< C, I > . Then L(a, y) ⊆ I ⊆< B, I >. Since < B, I > is a prime semi-ideal and y / ∈ I, we have a ∈< B, I >. So < C, I >=< B, I >.
Theorem 2.3
If I is a proper semi-ideal of P, then P has distinct minimal prime semi-ideals Q j =< y j , I > of P, where y j ∈ P \I, with Q j = I.
Proof: Let S = {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P } and y ∈ P \I. Then S = {φ} as < y, I >∈ S. By Zorn's lemma S has maximal elements. Let Q j =< y j , I > (j ∈ J) be the distinct maximal elements among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P }, where y j ∈ P \I. Then by Theorem 2.2, Q j =< y j , I > are minimal prime semi-ideals of P . We now claim that Theorem 2.4 Let I be a semi prime ideal of P and B a subset of P . If P satisfies the condition * , then every maximal element among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P } is strongly prime ideal of P . Proof: Let < B, I > be a maximal element among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P }. Then by Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 15 of [5] , < B, I > is prime ideal of P . Let A and C be ideals of P with L(A * , C * ) ⊆< B, I > and suppose that A < B, I >. Then there exists a ∈ A\ < B, I > such that L(a, c) ⊆< B, I > for all c ∈ C which implies c ∈< B, I >.
Corollary 2.5 ([4], Theorem 6) Let I be a semi-ideal of P . Then I = ∩{J : J ∈ Spec(I)}, where Spec(I) is the set of all prime semi-ideals of P containing I.
Corollary 2.6 Let I be a semi prime ideal of P and B a subset of P . Then P has distinct minimal prime ideals Q i =< y i , I > of P, where y i ∈ P \I, with Q i = I.
Proof: It follows from Proposition 15 of [5] and Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 2.7 Let I be a proper semi-ideal of P and A ⊆ P. Then the ascending chain condition and descending chain condition on semi-ideals of the form < A, I > coincide.
Proof: Suppose ascending chain condition holds for semi ideal of the form < A, I >, for any A ⊆ P . Let < A 1 , I >⊇< A 2 , I >⊇< A 3 , I >⊇ ... be a descending chain of semi ideals of P for subset A j of P for j = 1, 2, 3, .... Then << A 1 , I >, I >⊆<< A 2 , I >, I >⊆<< A 3 , I >, I >⊆ ... is a assenting chain of semi-ideals of P, which terminates after a finite number of steps by the given condition. This in turn implies that the descending chain <<< A 1 , I >, I > , I >⊇<<< A 2 , I >, I >, I >⊇<<< A 3 ; I >, I >, I >⊇ ... or the original chain terminates after a finite number of steps. The converse is similar. Let I be an ideal of P . Then P satisfies maximum-I condition if and only if for every subset B of P, < B, I > has a maximal element among the set {< A, I >: A ⊆ P and < A, I > = P }. Theorem 2.8 Let I be a proper semi-ideal of P . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) P satisfies maximum-I condition.
(ii) P has only finite number of distinct minimal prime semi-ideals Q j =< y j , I >, where y j ∈ P \I) of I, for j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n;
Proof: (i) ⇒ (ii) By Theorem , P has distinct minimal prime semi-ideals Q j =< y j , I > of P, where y j ∈ P \I, with j∈J Q j = I. We now claim that |J| is finite. If not, then for some j 1 ∈ J, < y j 1 , I > is not contained in all < y j , I > for j ∈ J.
Take some j 2 ∈ J, < y j 1 , I > < y j 2 , I > which implies < y j 1 , I >⊃< y j 1 , I > ∩ < y j 2 , I >. If < y j 1 , I > ∩ < y j 2 , I > = I, then this process can be continued and so on, we can get a descending chain < y j 1 , I >⊃< y j 1 , I > ∩ < y j 2 , I >⊃ .... Since < y j 1 , I > ∩ < y j 2 , I >=< I, {j 1 , j 2 } >, we have a descending chain < y j 1 , I >⊃< y j 1 , I > ∩ < y j 2 , I >⊃ .... not terminated, which is contradiction to Lemma 2.7. So |J| is finite.
(i) ⇒ (ii) It follows from Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.9 Let I be a proper semi prime ideal of P . If P satisfies the condition * , then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) P satisfies maximum-I condition.
(ii) P has only finite number of distinct minimal strongly prime ideals Q j =< y j , I >, where y j ∈ P \I of P, for j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n; n j=1 Q j = I.
Proof: It follows from Proposition 15 of [5] and Theorem 2.8.
